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Simple Summary: Producing a product that delivers a consistently high-quality eating experience
is paramount to the Australian beef industry to ensure consumer satisfaction and return protein
purchasing. The importance of minimising pre-slaughter stress in cattle for animal welfare and meat
quality is well understood by the industry, however, there currently exists no objective measurement of
detecting which cattle are at greatest risk of producing poor quality meat. A pre-slaughter measurement
would enable the beef industry to detect at risk cattle and implement an intervention strategy prior
to slaughter. Muscle damage enzyme creatine kinase was the plasma biomarker most correlated
with meat quality and a two-week rest period prior to slaughter was beneficial for improving quality.
Further research is required to determine the usefulness of creatine kinase as an objective measurement
on a commercial scale and the cost benefit of a two-week rest period for the industry.

Abstract: This study considered the relationship between pre-slaughter stressors and plasma
biomarkers in 488 pasture-raised cattle across two experiments. The design aimed to test groups
consisting of steer only, heifer only, and mixed sex cattle under direct kill versus rested (14 days
in abattoir holding paddocks) protocols. In Experiment One, cattle were sourced from four farms,
and transported by trucks and ships on the same day. In Experiment Two, cattle were sourced from
four farms where a comparison was made between marketing via two commercial saleyards or direct
farm gate consignment to abattoir. Blood samples were collected at exsanguination for subsequent
analyses and relation to meat quality attributes. Muscle damage, as indicated by creatine kinase,
is the biomarker most correlated to ultimate pH and muscle glycogen concentrations. A two-week
rest period is effective for lowering this enzyme and improving muscle glycogen concentration.
Although the cattle was subjected to a range of stress inducing treatments, we found that plasma
biomarkers alone appeared insufficient for use as diagnostic stress indicators.

Keywords: beef; meat quality; glycogen; pre-slaughter stress

1. Introduction

Inducing stress in meat producing cattle from handling and transport is an unavoidable part
of the pre-slaughter period [1–4]. The concept of stress has no universally agreed definition but
describes a state of threatened homeostasis brought on by nutritional, noxious or unpredictable stimuli
(stressors) [5–9]. Stressors can be divided into nutritional, physical or psychological. Physical stimuli
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include pain, injury, exercise, temperature extremes and disturbances to the internal environment
such as hypoglycaemia [7]. Psychological stressors include fear and anxiety [7]. After perceiving
a threat, the central nervous system activates a biological defence of the behavioural autonomic nervous
system and neuroendocrine responses to attempt to re-establish homeostasis [9]. The degree of stress
experienced and the homeostatic response depend on the stressor type, intensity and duration [2,10].
Furthermore, the way individual cattle perceive threats can vary widely depending on prior exposure
and conditioning [9]. Changes in blood composition (electrolytes, metabolites and enzymes) can be
used as physiological indicators to assess the response of the animal to pre-slaughter stress, transport
and physical exertion. Adrenergic and glucocorticoid stimulation of lipolysis, glycogenolysis
and gluconeogenesis results in increases in plasma glucose, lactate, and non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA).
Water deprivation can be indicated by increases of electrolytes sodium and chloride. Pre-slaughter feed
deprivation further increases NEFA as well as β-hydroxybutyrate (βHB) [11]. Lipolysis and liberation
of excess free fatty acids can reduce plasma magnesium levels (hypomagnesaemia) by binding
and producing complexes in the blood [12]. The relationship between magnesium and the nervous
system is cyclical in nature. When plasma magnesium is adequate, it dampens the stress response
by reducing hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis activity and catecholamine release [12,13].
However, hypomagnesaemia can induce a type of stress and the resulting catecholamine releases further
exacerbates low plasma magnesium by shifting magnesium into the intracellular fluid. Vigorous exercise
or physical damage to the musculature results in a release of muscle enzyme indicators creatinine
kinase (CK) and aspartate transaminase (AST).

Acute stress can be defined as lasting minutes to hours whilst chronic stress lasts for days, months
or years. The first stage of stress, synonymous to Cannon’s “fight or flight” response, activates
the sympatho-adrenalmedullary (SAM) system, which releases catecholamines, notably adrenaline
and noradrenaline, from the adrenal medulla [9,14]. Catecholamines promote fuel mobilisation via
glycogenolysis and lipolysis [9,15]. Typically classified as catabolic, the effect of catecholamines on
muscle protein metabolism is time-dependent and can have anabolic effects by suppressing protein
degradation [16]. Activation of the second stress response, the HPA axis, simulates the synthesis
and release of glucocorticoids from the adrenal cortex [9]. The HPA axis has a complimentary action to
the sympathetic system. Circulating glucocorticoids, notably cortisol, promote energy mobilisation
and amplify catecholamine-mediated responses to ensure glucose precursors, which along with
depressing protein synthesis, can rapidly accelerate muscle glycogenolysis and muscle glycogen
depletion [5,9].

Depleted muscle glycogen reserves at slaughter increase the risk of curtailing post-mortem muscle
acidification through inadequate precursors for anaerobic respiration and lactate production [1], thus,
there is a need to develop strategies to mitigate the effects of glycogen depletion. The repletion rates
of muscle glycogen in ruminants depend on muscle type, crude protein and metabolisable energy
intake [17–19]. To date, dietary supplementation studies in cattle to improve muscle glycogen and meat
quality have focused on high-energy concentrate rations [20,21]. Knee et al [20] demonstrated that
pasture fed cattle supplemented with a triticale-based high energy concentrate ration (12% crude
protein, 12 MJ/kg of dry matter (DM) energy) improved muscle glycogen after 1–2 weeks of feeding.
Knee et al [20] surmised that liveweight gain could be used as an indicator to predict muscle glycogen
repletion and estimated that cattle should be growing somewhere between 0.5–1.5 kg/head/day before
slaughter to have adequate muscle glycogen [22]. To comply with market specifications, concentrate
supplements are unable to be fed to pasture assured cattle, thus studies investigating the glycogen
repletion of cattle on pasture are required.

A certain level of pre-slaughter stress is inevitable and Meat Standards Australia (MSA) guidelines
and pathways have been very effective at improving pre-slaughter handling and animal welfare [23].
However if the pathway to slaughter is unknown or there is a mistake in the system, there is
currently no objective mechanism for detecting which cattle are at increased risk of producing poor
quality meat before slaughter. Furthermore, the practice of providing a pre-slaughter rest period
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for glycogen repletion has not been verified, particularly in relation to 100% pasture-raised cattle.
Studies investigating rest periods have focused on periods of less than 24 h duration [24–26].

The overall aims of this experiment as follows: can blood metabolites distinguish between
various levels of commercial pre-slaughter stress? We hypothesised that cattle subjected to greater
quantities of stress pre-slaughter (simulated via mixing and transport variations) would have increased
physiological markers of acute stress, muscle damage, feed deprivation, dehydration, positive acute
phase proteins and a decrease of plasma magnesium that would be associated with muscle glycogen
and ultimate pH (pHu).

Secondly, if cattle were subjected to stress in the pre-slaughter period, would a two-week rest
period be beneficial for muscle glycogen repletion? We hypothesised that a rest period after transport
and mixing stress would improve muscle glycogen at slaughter.

2. Materials and Methods

Experiments were approved and monitored by the animal ethics committee at Murdoch University
(Perth, Western Australia) with permit number R2839/16. Experimental design and protocols were
established by MSA pathways committee and aimed to mimic Australian commercial conditions with
the aim to provide industry-relevant recommendations.

The experiments utilised a total of 488 cattle in a replicated design with two simulated stress
treatments (Treatment 1 mixing stress and Treatment 2 transport stress) and a slaughter interval
comparison (Treatment 3 direct slaughter from transport versus a two week rest prior to slaughter).
Experiment One had unmixed and mixed unfamiliar cattle subjected to sea and road transport.
Experiment Two had unmixed and mixed unfamiliar cattle that were put through commercial saleyards.

The cattle were all pasture-raised Bos taurus (Hereford, Angus & Murray Grey), less than 24 months
of age and had not been administered prophylactic antibiotics or growth promoting hormonal implants.
Two geographical locations in Australia were used: King Island, Tasmania in Experiment One,
and northwestern mainland Tasmania in Experiment Two. The cattle were sourced from four properties
in each location.

2.1. Cattle Design

The two experiments tested three experimental treatments. Treatment 1 (mixing) consisted of five
different groups: (1) never mixed steers (NMS), (2) never mixed heifers (NMH), (3) mixed steers (MS),
(4) mixed heifers (MH), and (5) mixed steers and heifers (MSex). Treatment 2 (transport) consisted of
sea and truck transport in Experiment One and a saleyard and truck transport in Experiment Two.
Treatment 3 (slaughter interval) consisted of two different groups: direct slaughter or a two-week rest
on pasture immediately prior to slaughter.

The experimental groups were allocated to a farm and balanced across mixing, transport and resting
treatment to ensure no confounding in either experiments. The groups and cattle numbers within each
of them for Experiment One are shown in Table 1, and Experiment Two in Table 2. The superscripts
demonstrate common groups during transport and lairage.

Twenty-one days prior to transport, cattle were weighed, and those meeting expected market
weight specifications were randomly allocated to the transport subgroups identified in Table 1 or
Table 2, then returned to the paddock as a mob.

Mixing and transport treatments commenced on day twenty or twenty-one. Starting at 06:00
Australian Eastern Standard Time (AEST), cattle on all four properties were simultaneously
mustered, yarded, weighed and drafted into their previously allocated transport subgroups.
Commercial double-story stock trailers collected the cattle. Each trailer contained seven stock pens that
could hold six cattle per pen.
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Table 1. Experiment One. Number of cattle by location, farm, mixing, transport and slaughter interval (Total slaughter count. Excludes those eliminated from the trial).
Superscripts “a-x” demonstrate common groups during transport and lairage.

Farm
Number

Ship Not Rested (Kill 1) Rested 14days (Kill 2)
Total Number of CattleNMS NMH MS MH MSex Total NMS NMH MS MH MSex Total

Farm 1

A
Orange truck 6 a 3 m 2 s 11 0

21

A
Green truck 6 b 3 n 1 t 10 0

B
Blue truck 8 c 8 o 3 u 19 8 c 8 v 4 x 20 39

Farm 2

A
Orange truck 6 d 3 m 1 s 10 0

21

A
Green truck 6e 3 n 2 t 11 0

B
Blue truck 8 f 8 o 4 u 20 8 f 8 v 4 x 20 40

Farm 3

A
Orange truck 6 g 3 p 2 s 11 0

21

A
Green truck 6 h 3 q 1 t 10

B
Blue truck 8 i 8 r 4 u 20 8 i 8 w 4 x 20 40

Farm 4

A
Orange truck 6 j 3 p 1 s 10

21

A
Green truck 6 k 3 q 2 t 11

B
Blue truck 8 l 8 r 4 u 20 8 l 8 w 4 x 20 40

Total Ship-A 24 24 12 12 12 84 0 0 0 0 0 0 84

Total Ship-B 16 16 16 16 15 79 16 16 16 16 16 80 159

Total King Island 40 40 28 28 27 163 16 16 16 16 16 80 243

Time from point of
muster to slaughter 28 hours 1 hour

a-x Superscripts demonstrate common groups during transport and lairage.
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The processing plant used was the same for both experiments. Upon arrival, cattle were held
in their subgroups and were either slaughtered immediately or sent to pasture paddocks next to
the lairage area for 14 days, after which they were slaughtered.

The differences between the transport design for Experiment One is detailed in Section 2.2 and for
Experiment Two in Section 2.3.

2.2. Experiment One Transport methodology

Experiment One consisted of sea and road transport with the allocation of cattle numbers by farm
and treatment, detailed in Table 1, and a timeline of the methodology is depicted in Figure 1.

On day 21, cattle loading began at 10:00 and finished at 14:00 AEST. Trucking distance from farm
gate to port ranged from 20 to 65 km.

Cattle allocated to Ship-A were distributed across the two trailers (orange and green) such that each
trailer was a replicate containing 2 pens each of NMS and NMH and 1 pen each of MS, MH and MSex
(Table 1). The stock trailers were loaded directly into the hold of Ship-A alongside other commercial
cattle stock trailers. Shipping time to Devonport wharf, Tasmania was 10 h, and docking was at 06:30
AEST the following morning, where stock trucks drove 131 km over 2 h to the processing plant.
On arrival, all cattle from Ship-A went to direct slaughter (Kill 1).

deck of the ship. Treatment group position on Ship-B was randomised using a Latin square to ensure 

no experimental bias due to the location on ship. Ship B travelled from King Island to Stanley wharf, 
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simulated auction day to represent commercial Australian saleyards. Transport treatment consisted of 

3 groups; Control (cattle transported directly from farm to processing plant), Saleyard-A and Saleyard-

B. Table 2 details the allocation numbers by farm and treatment and Figure 2 details the timeline 

methodology for Experiment Two.  

On Day 20, cattle loading began at 12:00 and finished at 16:00 AEST. Never mixed steer and heifer 

groups remained on farm. All trucks drove first to Saleyard-A, arriving between 17:00 and 19:00 AEST. 

The distance travelled from farm gate to Saleyard-A ranged from 37 to 194 km. The allocated cattle for 

Saleyard-A were unloaded into pens which corresponded with their subgroup (Table 2). The remaining 

Figure 1. Experiment One diagram of timeline methodology for mixing, transport and slaughter
interval. NMS, never mixed steers; NMH, never mixed heifers; MS, mixed steers; MH, mixed heifers;
MSex, mixed steers and heifers. The truck symbol denotes trucking pathway and cattle symbol denotes
cattle were unloaded and on foot rather than in trucks. The arrows represent the direction of cattle
movement and dotted lines represent timeline. Any parameter that intersects the dotted line occurred
over multiple days.
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Cattle allocated to Ship-B were collected by blue trucks and transported to the same ship-docking
wharf. There, they were unloaded into yards at the wharf and drafted into allocated stock pens on
the deck of the ship. Treatment group position on Ship-B was randomised using a Latin square to
ensure no experimental bias due to the location on ship. Ship B travelled from King Island to Stanley
wharf, docking at 06:30 AEST the following morning (shipping time 13 h). Cattle were unloaded
from the ship at 07:00 onto trucks and transported 22 km for 30 min to the same processing plant.
Upon arrival, half of Ship-B cattle went for direct slaughter (Kill 1) and half went for 14-day paddock
rest prior to slaughter (Kill 2).

The time off feed from muster to slaughter for Kill 1 was approximately 28 h.

2.3. Experiment Two

Experiment Two transport protocol was a saleyard pathway where cattle were put through
a simulated auction day to represent commercial Australian saleyards. Transport treatment consisted of
3 groups; Control (cattle transported directly from farm to processing plant), Saleyard-A and Saleyard-B.
Table 2 details the allocation numbers by farm and treatment and Figure 2 details the timeline
methodology for Experiment Two.

On Day 20, cattle loading began at 12:00 and finished at 16:00 AEST. Never mixed steer and heifer
groups remained on farm. All trucks drove first to Saleyard-A, arriving between 17:00 and 19:00 AEST.
The distance travelled from farm gate to Saleyard-A ranged from 37 to 194 km. The allocated cattle for
Saleyard-A were unloaded into pens which corresponded with their subgroup (Table 2). The remaining
18 cattle on the stock trailer were transported a further 117 km to Saleyard-B, arriving between 2000
and 2200 AEST, where again cattle were unloaded into pens corresponding with their subgroup.

Day 21 (Saleyard-A) and Day 22 (Saleyard-B) were saleyard simulations. Cattle underwent
handling as per a normal commercial sale which included weighing, paint branding, moving through
sale pens and a mock auction. When not under sale conditions, cattle were held in adjacent dirt pens
supplemented with hay and silage.

After the saleyard simulations had finished on Day 22, all saleyard cattle were transported to
the processing plant (243 km for Saleyard-B, 134 km for Saleyard-A). On arrival, half of the cattle were
kept overnight in lairage before slaughter the following day (Day 23, Kill 3). Time from the muster to
the point of slaughter for Kill 3 cattle was approximately 76 h. The remaining cattle were paddock
rested in their treatment groups for two weeks prior to slaughter (Day 37, Kill 4).

The never mixed cattle for direct slaughter were transported from the farmgate to the processing
plant on Day 22 and kept in lairage pens overnight. Day 23 direct slaughter cattle (n = 120) were
processed (Kill 3). On Day 35, the remaining never mixed cattle were transported from farmgate to
the processing plant and held in lairage pens overnight. Day 36 was the final processing day for all
remaining rested cattle (Kill 4, n = 117).
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overnight in lairage before slaughter the following day (Day 23, Kill 3). Time from the muster to the 
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in their treatment groups for two weeks prior to slaughter (Day 37, Kill 4).  

The never mixed cattle for direct slaughter were transported from the farmgate to the processing 

plant on Day 22 and kept in lairage pens overnight. Day 23 direct slaughter cattle (n = 120) were 

processed (Kill 3). On Day 35, the remaining never mixed cattle were transported from farmgate to the 

processing plant and held in lairage pens overnight. Day 36 was the final processing day for all 

remaining rested cattle (Kill 4, n = 117). 

 

Figure 2. Experiment Two diagram of timeline methodology for mixing, transport and slaughter 

interval. NMS, never mixed steers; NMH, never mixed heifers; MS, mixed steers; MH, mixed heifers; 
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Figure 2. Experiment Two diagram of timeline methodology for mixing, transport and slaughter
interval. NMS, never mixed steers; NMH, never mixed heifers; MS, mixed steers; MH, mixed heifers;
MSex, mixed steers and heifers. The arrows represent the direction of cattle movement and dotted lines
represent timeline. Any parameter that intersects the dotted line has occurred over multiple days.
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Table 2. Experiment Two. Number of cattle by location, farm, mixing, transport and slaughter interval (Total slaughter count. Excludes three cattle eliminated from
the trial). Superscripts “a-t” demonstrate common groups during transport and lairage.

Farm Number Direct/Saleyard Not Rested Rested 14 Days
Total HeadNMS NMH MS MH MSex Total NMS NMH MS MH MSex Total

Farm 5

Direct 6 a

6 b 12 6 w

6 x 12 24

Saleyard-A 3 i

3 j
2 q

1 r 9 2 ee

3 ff
1 nn

2 oo 8 17

Saleyard-B 3 k

3 l
2 s

1 t 9 3 hh

3 ii
1 pp

2 qq 9 18

Farm 6

Direct 6 c

6 d 12 6 y

6 z 12 24

Saleyard-A 3 i

3 j
1 q

2 r 9 3 ee

2 ff
2 nn

1 oo 8 17

Saleyard-B 3 k

3 l
1 s

2 t 9 3 hh

3 ii
2 pp

1 qq 9 18

Farm 7

Direct 6 e6 f 12 6 aa

6 bb 12 24

Saleyard-A 3 m

3 n
2 q

1 r 9 3 jj

3 kk
1 nn

2 oo 9 18

Saleyard-B 3 o

3 p
2 s

1 t 9 3 ll

3 mm
1 pp

2 qq 9 18

Farm 8

Direct 6 g

6 h 12 6 cc

6 dd 12 24

Saleyard-A 3 m

3 n
1 q

2 r 9 3 jj

3 kk
2 nn

1 oo 9 18

Saleyard-B 3 o

3 p
1 s

2 t 9 3 ll

2 mm
2 pp

1 qq 8 17

Total Direct 24 24 48 24 24 48 96

Total Saleyard-A 12 12 12 36 10 12 12 34 70

Total Saleyard-B 12 12 12 36 12 11 12 35 71

Grand Total 24 24 24 24 24 120 24 24 22 23 24 117 237

Time from point of
muster to slaughter 76 hours 1 hour

a-t Superscripts demonstrate common groups during transport and lairage.
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2.4. Slaughter and Carcass Measurements

The day following slaughter, all carcasses were graded by qualified Meat Standards Australia
and AUS-MEAT graders (MLA, 2006). Carcasses were identified with a carcass ticket and measurements
taken using the methodology described in Loudon et al. [27]. Measurements included Eye Muscle
Area (EMA), Ossification, Meat colour, Marbling, rump fat depth (P8), Rib fat depth, Ultimate pH
and loin temperature. For a carcass to be eligible for MSA compliance they must have rib fat ≥ 3 mm
and ultimate pH ≤ 5.7.

2.5. Blood Sampling and Plasma Analysis

Blood was collected from each animal during exsanguination into 1 x 9mL lithium heparin
Vacuette® tubes (Greiner bio-one, Kremsmuenster, Austria). The lithium heparin tubes were inverted
gently seven times. Tubes were kept in shaved ice in a cooler box until centrifugation at 2000 RPM for
15 min within 2–4 h of collection. Plasma was transferred into 3 × 2mL tubes and frozen at −20 ◦C
until further analysis. All samples were analysed within one month of collection.

The plasma aliquot was analysed for glucose, lactate, NEFA, magnesium (Mg), sodium (Na),
chloride (Cl) concentrations and CK and AST activity. Assays were performed via Beckman kits
designed for the Olympus AU400 Automated Chemistry Analyser (Olympus Optical CO. Ltd, Melville,
NY, USA). Reagent kits were used for glucose (OSR6121), lactate (OSR1693), magnesium (OSR6189),
CK (OSR6279) and AST (OSR6209). NEFA analysis was conducted using a separate kit (C Kit Wako
Pure Chemical Ind., Osaka, Japan; modified for the Olympus AU400 Automated Chemistry Analyser).
Sodium and chloride analyses were conducted using the commercial kit for electrolytes (0738085)
(Randox Laboratories kit, Country Antrim, UK). All analyses were run according to the kit protocols
with calibration and quality control adhered to.

The second plasma aliquot was analysed for βHB, haptoglobin (HP-T) and ceruloplasmin (Cp)
analysis as a batch sample by enzymatic methods using Olympus AU400 Clinical Chemistry Analyser
(Olympus Optical CO. Ltd, Melville, NY, USA). A reagent kit was used for βHB (Randox Ranbut
Reagent kit, RB 1007, Country Antrim, UK) and in-house methods were used for HP-T (NTM-62 as per
Eckersall et al. [28]) and Cp (NTR-23 as per Siotto et al., [29]).

2.6. Muscle Collection and Glycogen Analysis

A small core sample (approximately 10 g) of the m. longissiumus thoracis (loin) was taken
at approximately 40 min after death. A 10 x 1.5 cm stainless steel drill bit on a hand-held electric drill
was used to take the sample quartering site. All fat was removed before being placed in a 5 mL plastic
screw top tube and labelled with the corresponding body number. Samples were placed immediately
on ice then stored at −20 ◦C and shipped frozen for later analysis of glycogen concentration.

Muscle samples were assayed for glycogen, free glucose and lactate. The sum of these was
calculated to determine total muscle glycogen to account for degradation of glycogen between
exsanguination and sampling. Muscle glycogen concentration was determined by the enzymatic
method of Chan and Exton [30] excluding the filter paper step. The assay was performed on an Olympus
AU 400 auto analyser (Olympus Diagnostics, Tokyo, Japan). Lactate concentration in muscle was
analysed on the glycogen homogenates by the method described by Noll [31].

2.7. Statistical Analysis

Several blood measurements exhibited a high degree of heterogeneity of variance and so natural
logarithm transformations were applied to CK, AST, HP-T and CP. For CK, AST, HP-T and CP all
subsequent analyses were undertaken using the transformed data.

All statistical analyses were performed in R [32]. Correlation and principle analysis was performed
on the combined data of Experiment One and Two. Correlation analysis was performed using Pearson
correlation coefficients and where missing data was encountered correlations were estimated on
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a pairwise complete basis, i.e. the set of complete cases were analysed. Principal component analysis
was used to identify underlying latent structures among traits in the multivariate data set. The figures
were created using the ggplot2 R package (Springer-Verlag, New York, USA) [33].

Muscle and plasma metabolites were analysed using linear mixed effects models via the lme4
R package [34]. Experiment One and Experiment Two were analysed independently, with mixing
group, transport type (boat or saleyard), and slaughter interval (direct or rested) used as fixed effects,
and property of origin used as a random term. In this case only p-values for the significance of these
terms are reported.

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive Statistics

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics for the MSA carcass grading characteristics separated
into Experiment One and Experiment Two cohorts. The mean carcass weights were similar between
the two locations, however, the range was larger in Experiment Two (188.2–425.8 kg) compared
to Experiment One (206.8–322.0 kg), although the maximum ossification score was the same for
both cohorts.

Table 3. Summary of Meat Standards Australia (MSA) grading characteristics by experiment.

Variable
Experiment One (n = 243) Experiment Two (n = 240)

Mean SD Min Max Mean SD Min Max

Carcass weight
(kg) 270.7 20.8 206.8 322.0 265.3 55.3 188.2 425.8

P8 (mm) 7.7 2.0 5.0 15.0 7.5 2.7 2.0 20.0
EMA (cm2) 70.0 8.3 50.0 96.0 68.7 10.1 50.0 140.0
Ribfat (mm) 6.5 2.6 2.0 14.0 5.7 3.3 1.0 21.0

Ossification score 166.7 26.4 120.0 230.0 157.8 25.5 100.0 230.0
MSA Marble Score 345.6 67.0 170.0 740.0 300.5 70.1 130.0 520.0

Table 4. shows the MSA non-compliance for ultimate pH and rib fat for each group. There was
a stark difference in ultimate pH in Experiment One, with 39.3% classified as a dark cutter in the direct
slaughter group compared to 3.6% in the rested cattle. Experiment Two had the opposite response,
where dark cutting was higher in the rested cohort at 21.7% compared to 16.7% in Kill 3.

Table 4. Summary of MSA non-compliance for pHu and rib fat by location and kill.

Location Slaughter
Group pH > 5.7 Ribfat < 3mm

Experiment One (direct slaughter) Kill 1 (n = 163) 64 3
Experiment One (rested) Kill 2 (n = 80) 3 4

Experiment Two (direct slaughter) Kill 3 (n = 120) 20 14
Experiment Two (rested) Kill 4 (n = 120) 26 18

Table 5 shows the raw data means, standard deviation, and minimum and maximum values
for plasma and muscle indicators and published normal basal concentrations. HP-T, Cp, CK
and AST activities had a skewed distribution and were log-transformed to normalise the data.
The biochemical means were similar between the two experiments with the notable exception of plasma
CK activities, which were approximately twice as high in Experiment One versus Experiment Two.
Across the biomarkers, there was a marked elevation in plasma glucose and L-lactate concentrations
and CK activity. Positive acute phase proteins plasma HP-T and Cp concentrations were mildly
elevated, whilst the means for βHB, NEFA, Mg and AST activity appeared to be within normal
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reference ranges for cattle. The elevation and range of plasma Na and Cl concentrations suggests that
some cattle were experiencing dehydration.

Table 5. Descriptive statistics of plasma metabolites, enzymes and protein biomarkers taken immediately
at slaughter and M. longissimus lumborum glycogen and lactate.

Location Variable Mean SD Min Max Published Normal
Basal Concentrations

Experiment One Glucose (mmol/L) 7.42 1.22 3.69 14.51 1.9–8 a

Experiment Two 6.23 0.89 4.66 10.34
Experiment One Lactate (mmol/L) 14.48 3.30 7.15 23.48 0.6–2.2 a

Experiment Two 12.01 2.49 5.78 21.26
Experiment One NEFA (mmol/L) 0.35 0.17 0.08 0.98 <0.4 a

Experiment Two 0.58 0.27 0.11 1.52
Experiment One βHB (mmol/L) 0.21 0.13 0.04 0.68 0.35–0.47 a

Experiment Two 0.31 0.14 0.03 0.85
Experiment One Magnesium (mmol/L) 0.79 0.10 0.52 1.10 0.74–1.10 a

Experiment Two 0.78 0.11 0.48 1.05
Experiment One CK (IU/L) 1137.86 1346.48 113.30 9384.90 35–280 a

Experiment Two 596.79 509.82 144.4 4791.00
Experiment One AST (IU/L) 113.28 71.14 58.36 636.17 78–132 a

Experiment Two 110.66 48.58 55.57 440.57
Experiment One Sodium (mmol/L) 147.72 3.39 125.70 160.80 132–152 a

Experiment Two 147.99 3.51 128.40 155.80
Experiment One Chloride (mmol/L) 97.85 2.86 91.50 113.60 95–110 a

Experiment Two 98.07 3.74 91.40 119.50
Experiment One Haptoglobin (mg/mL) 0.35 0.30 0.03 1.80 0.0–0.2 b

Experiment Two 0.26 0.49 0.01 3.24
Experiment One Ceruloplasmin (IU/L) 112.02 22.17 50.00 202.00 15–68 c

Experiment Two 79.96 40.34 20.00 258.00
Experiment One Muscle Glycogen (g/100g) 0.95 0.20 0.40 1.56
Experiment Two 1.18 0.22 0.31 1.78

a The normal concentrations for are as defined by Radostits et al. [35]. b The reference ranges for HP-T are defined
by Eckersall et al. [36] and Trevisi et al. [37]. c Reference ranges for Cp are defined by Laven et al. [38].

The underlying latent structure of the plasma and muscle metabolite data was explored using
a correlation matrix and principal component analysis (PCA) (Figure 3). For PCA, the closer variables
are in the same plane, the higher the relationship. For example, the loadings for NEFA and βHB
concentrations are pointing in the same direction, which indicates that they are highly correlated,
and similarly for AST and CK activity, as well as Cp, L-lactate and glucose concentrations. Variables in
opposite planes indicate negative correlation. The first two principal components accounted for
approximately 42% of the variance (Figure 3).

The majority of the correlations (Table 6) were statistically significant (p < 0.05), partly as a function
of sample size, even when correlations were low. To ensure practical relevance, only correlations with
p < 0.05 and r2 > 0.1 are emphasised (Table 6 “bolded”).

Markers responding to acute stress glucose & lactate were positively correlated (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.25),
as were markers of tissue mobilisation βHB and NEFA (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.18). Blood NEFA was negatively
correlated to both glucose (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.22) and lactate (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.21), however βHB was not
correlated with glucose or lactate.

Markers of dehydration sodium and chloride were positively correlated (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.25),
however these were not correlated with muscle glycogen or ultimate pH.

Plasma CK and AST had the strongest correlation of all the indicators (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.49) and were
positively correlated with ultimate pH (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.18) and (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.13), respectively, indicating
that cattle with higher muscle activity/trauma had a higher rate of glycogen depletion pre-slaughter.

Plasma Cp concentrations had a weak positive correlation with glucose (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.1)
and a weak negative correlation with NEFA (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.14). Cp is a positive acute phase protein
as well as an indicator of copper status. As the other positive acute phase protein analysed, HP-T,
had no significant correlations, the practical significance of this marker is questionable.
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When blood variable correlations were broken into the two separate locations, NEFA had a different
pattern in the Experiment One cohort compared with the Experiment Two cattle (Figure 4). NEFA was
positively correlated with βHB in Experiment Two but there was no correlation in Experiment One.
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Figure 3. Loadings of each variable on the first and second principal components. NEFA (non-esterified
fatty acids), BHB (β-hydroxybutyrate), Mg (magnesium), Cp (ceruloplasmin), HP-T (haptoglobin),
AST (aspartate transaminase), CK (creatine kinase), Na (sodium), Cl (chloride)

Table 6. Correlation coefficients for blood and muscle metabolites and ultimate pH. Bolded correlations
indicate significance at p < 0.05 and r2 > 0.1.

Bio-marker Glucose Lactate NEFA Mg βHB Cl Na HP-T CK AST Cp Glycogen pHu

Glucose 1.00 0.50 −0.47 0.04 −0.21 −0.02 −0.01 0.18 0.20 0.15 0.32 −0.34 0.13
Lactate 1.00 −0.46 0.11 −0.24 −0.22 0.27 0.21 0.01 0.06 0.29 −0.17 0.02
NEFA 1.00 0.03 0.42 −0.09 −0.17 −0.25 −0.24 −0.19 −0.38 0.20 −0.07

Mg 1.00 0.08 0.00 0.01 −0.11 −0.07 −0.09 0.15 0.02 −0.07
BHB 1.00 −0.02 −0.07 −0.12 −0.19 −0.18 −0.31 0.22 −0.15

Cl 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.25 0.09 −0.03 −0.11 0.07
Na 1.00 0.08 0.11 0.03 −0.08 0.04 −0.02

HP−T 1.00 0.05 0.13 0.17 −0.09 −0.04
CK 1.00 0.70 0.14 −0.52 0.42
AST 1.00 0.11 −0.40 0.36
Cp 1.00 −0.22 0.18

Glycogen 1.00 −0.54

In Experiment One, the NEFA response appeared to be blunted with a mean and range significantly
lower than the Experiment Two cohort. Experiment One had a lower NEFA mean (0.35 ± 0.17 mmol/L)
and a smaller range (0.08–0.98 mmol/L) compared to the Experiment Two mean (0.58 ± 0.27 mmol/L)
and range (0.11–1.52 mmol/L). NEFA had a negative curved-linear correlation with glucose in both
experiments and a negative linear correlation with lactate.

As expected, muscle glycogen content was negatively correlated with plasma glucose
concentrations (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.12), plasma CK (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.27) and AST activity (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.16)
and muscle pHu (p < 0.01, r2 = 0.29) and findings were consistent with increased glycogenolysis,
resulting from acute stress and muscular activity/trauma resulting in a higher ultimate pHu.
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Figure 4. The relationship between non-esterified fatty acids NEFA (non-esterified fatty acid)
& βHB (β-hydroxybutyrate). Red dots represent Experiment One cattle. Blue triangles represent
Experiment Two cattle. The lines are fitted linear regression lines for the two groups.

3.2. Treatment One: Mixing

3.2.1. Experiment One

Mixing of unfamiliar cattle had minimal effect on physiological variables compared to unmixed
cohorts, as indicated by the limited significance of findings (Table 7). However, there was a significant
difference in Mg concentrations and AST activity (p < 0.01) for mixing groups, with plasma magnesium
concentrations differing (p < 0.01) between NMS and MS. The NMS cattle exhibited higher plasma Mg
concentrations than MS cattle (0.85 ± 0.03 versus 0.78 ± 0.03 mmol/L).

Plasma AST activity was highest and significantly different in the MH groups at 146.02 ± 10.10
IU/L compared to other groups. There was no significant difference for the other groups.

The overall effect of mixing on plasma CK activity was not significant (p > 0.1) but the pattern of
estimated means for the mixing groups was similar to plasma AST activity.

3.2.2. Experiment Two

For Experiment Two, mixing (treatment 1) was not fitted into the statistical model, as it is
confounded with treatment 3 (saleyard or direct consignment). The control cattle were never mixed
heifers or steers and were consigned directly to slaughter, whereas the cattle that went through
a saleyard pathway were all mixed.

3.3. Treatment Two: Transport Method

3.3.1. Experiment One

For Experiment One, cattle travelling on the Ship-A had significantly higher (p < 0.01) βHB
and HP-T and chloride concentrations (p < 0.01, Table 7). The βHB concentration for Ship-A transport
was 0.26 ± 0.02 mmol/L and 0.19 ± 0.01 mmol/L for Ship-B. Plasma HP-T concentrations of cattle on
Ship-A was 0.38± 0.05 mg/mL and 0.23± 0.02 mg/mL for Ship-B. Plasma chloride concentration of cattle
on Ship-A was 97.98 ± 0.56 mmol/L compared to 97.0 ± 0.49 mmol/L for Ship-B. While the differences
in plasma sodium concentrations between the ships were not significant (p = 0.09), they followed
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a similar pattern to plasma chloride concentrations with cattle travelling on Ship-A having higher
estimated means, 148.49 ± 0.54 mmol/L, than those on the Ship-B 147.55 ± 0.35 mmol/L.

3.3.2. Experiment Two

For Experiment Two, cattle transported through Saleyard-A, plasma NEFA concentrations were
0.11 ± 0.04 mmol/L higher than the direct consignment groups (p < 0.01). There was no significant
difference between Saleyard-B and control for plasma NEFA concentrations. The plasma βHB
concentration was 0.04 ± 0.02 mmol/L lower in Saleyard-B cattle compared to the control (p < 0.01).
There was no significant difference between other physiological indicators and transport pathways for
Experiment Two.

3.4. Treatment Three: Slaughter Interval

3.4.1. Experiment One

Resting at pasture 2 weeks prior to slaughter had a significant effect on circulating L-lactate
and HP-T concentrations and CK and AST activity and muscle glycogen concentration (p < 0.01
Table 7). The plasma L-lactate concentration in direct slaughter cattle was 13.4 ± 0.50 mmol/L verses
16.6 ± 0.68 mmol/L of rested cattle. The plasma CK and AST enzyme activities were both significantly
higher in direct slaughter cattle in comparison to rested cohorts (p < 0.05, Table 7). The plasma
CK activity was 1128.55 ± 99.26 IU/L for direct consignment cattle versus 310.59 ± 37.85 IU/L for
the rested group. The plasma AST activity for saleyard versus direct consignment was 134.16 ± 3.94
IU/L and 105.43 ± 5.88 IU/L, respectively. The plasma HP-T concentration was higher (p < 0.01 Table 7)
in rested cattle at 0.52 ± 0.08 mg/mL compared to direct slaughter at 0.17 ± 0.0 mg/mL. Slaughter
interval had a significant impact on muscle glycogen concentration with those rested having a higher
estimated means 1.13 ± 0.04 g/100 g compared to 0.92 ± 0.01 g/100 g for direct slaughter.

3.4.2. Experiment Two

In Experiment Two, a two-week rest period prior to slaughter had a significant effect on the plasma
CK activity and βHB and HP-T concentrations. The HP-T concentrations had the opposite response for
slaughter interval to Experiment One, where estimated means were lower in rested cattle at 0.09 ± 0.09
mg/mL compared to direct slaughter at 0.14 ± 0.14 mg/mL (p < 0.01 Table 7).

The plasma βHB concentration was also lower in rested cattle, 0.27 ± 0.02 mmol/L vs.
0.36± 0.02 mmol/L in direct consignment cattle. There was the same increased plasma CK concentration
with direct slaughter, however, the magnitude of the effect was significantly lower than Experiment One,
at 537 ± 28.4 IU/L for direct kill vs 417 ± 22.3 IU/L for rested cattle.

3.5. Carcass Characteristics

Sex was significantly associated with plasma βHB and NEFA concentrations in the cattle used
in Experiment One (p < 0.05). βHB concentrations were 0.13 ± 0.05 mmol/L higher for heifers
and NEFA concentrations were 0.13 ± 0.06 mmol/L lower compared to steers.

Muscle glycogen concentration was 0.13 ± 0.06 mmol/L and 0.10 ± 0.04 mmol/L higher in heifers
(p < 0.05) for Experiment One and Experiment Two, respectively.

Rib fat thickness was significantly associated with physiological indicators only in Experiment Two
cattle (p < 0.05). A 1 mm increase in rib fat was associated with an increase in plasma glucose
concentration by 0.07 ± 0.03 mmol/L, Cp by 0.01 ± 0.004 IU/L and of plasma magnesium concentration
by 0.01 ± 0.003 mmol/L, while plasma NEFA concentrations were 0.02 ± 0.01 mmol/L lower.
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Table 7. p values for the effects of mixing, transport, slaughter interval and pHu on plasma and muscle metabolites concentration. Bold represents p < 0.05.

Biomarker L lactate Glucose CK AST βHB NEFA Mg Na Cl HP-T Cp Glycogen

Experiment number 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Treatment 1 (Mixing) 0.706 0.394 0.112 0.012 0.222 0.168 0.005 0.771 0.820 0.506 0.977 0.606

Treatment 2
(Transport Method) 0.889 0.462 0.987 0.139 0.629 0.266 0.879 0.397 0.001 0.010 0.259 0.002 0.394 0.263 0.093 0.107 0.005 0.697 0.001 0.789 0.178 0.551 0.495 0.379

Treatment 3
(Slaughter Interval)

<
0.001 0.565 0.852 0.170 <

0.001 0.002 0.001 0.781 0.061 <
0.001 0.233 0.627 0.211 0.145 0.235 0.754 <

0.001 0.601 <
0.001 0.007 0.643 0.547 <

0.001 0.305

pHu 0.120 0.488 0.886 0.316 <0.001 <
0.001

<
0.001

<
0.001 0.417 0.737 0.615 0.453 0.273 0.317 0.671 0.749 0.539 0.777 0.944 0.419 0.153 0.607 <

0.001
<

0.001
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The P8 fat depth was significantly associated (p < 0.05) with plasma NEFA and magnesium
concentrations in Experiment One cattle. A 1 mm increase in P8 fat was associated with an increase in
plasma NEFA concentrations of 0.02± 0.01 mmol/L and magnesium concentration of 0.012± 0.01 mmol/L.
Marbling score was significantly associated (p < 0.05) with muscle glycogen in Experiment One cattle,
with a 100-point increase in MSA marbling score being associated with a 0.03 ± 0.002 g/100 g decrease
in the total muscle glycogen content.

The hot standard carcass weight was significantly associated with plasma indicators in
Experiment Two cattle only (p < 0.01). A 1 kg increase in carcass weight was associated with an increase
of 0.02 ± 0.01 mmol/L of Na concentration and decreased Cp concentration of 0.001 ± 0.001 mmol/L.

4. Discussion

Contrary to the hypothesis, pre-slaughter physical or psychological stress, due to mixing of
unfamiliar cattle, transportation type and selling method, did not have any consistent effects on plasma
biomarkers or muscle ultimate pH or glycogen.

4.1. Correlations and Principle Component Analysis of Blood Metabolites

While the principle component analysis and correlation matrix demonstrated certain expected
correlations, the only plasma markers with significant correlations with muscle glycogen concentrations
were glucose and the haematological markers of muscle damage, CK and AST. The muscle damage
enzyme markers were the only biomarkers that correlated with muscle pHu. The lack of association
with ultimate pH highlights the insensitivity of this measure, as muscle glycogen must deplete to levels
below approximately 0.7–0.8 g/100 g in the live animal before muscle pHu shows any change [39].
Muscle glycogen is a more sensitive indicator of cattle susceptibility to cut dark.

Plasma glucose and L-lactate concentrations were highly correlated, and the very high
concentrations detected in this experiment suggests there was a marked adrenergic surge driving
muscle glycogenolysis and hepatic glycogenolysis in the experimental cattle. While plasma glucose
was negatively correlated with muscle glycogen supporting the long established link between acute
stress and slaughter glycogen concentrations [1], there was no association between muscle glycogen
content and plasma L-lactate concentrations. This contrasts with a recent extended transport treatment
in beef steers that found positive correlations between plasma glucose and L-lactate concentrations
and muscle pHu [40]. In an analysis of pre and post transport behavioural scores, plasma metabolites
and meat quality, Gruber et al. [41] found a low correlation of slaughter plasma glucose and L-lactate
(r = 0.16) and interestingly L-lactate had a negative correlation with loin pH (r = -0.30), however all
cattle evaluated were compliant for ultimate pH (pH <5.8). Variations in acute stress and pre-slaughter
muscular activity will influence the circulating concentrations of these metabolites. Plasma L-lactate is
derived during intense exercise and contraction linked muscle glycogenolysis or from acute adrenergic
stress where a surge in glycolysis can occur at two to three times the rate of oxidative phosphorylation
thus excess pyruvate is diverted to lactate [42,43]. While the principle role of glycogen storage in
muscle is to provide a readily mobilised form of energy for exercise, the rates of muscle contraction
induced glycogen depletion are dependent on exercise intensity [18]. Prolonged exercise intensities
above 60% maximum rate of oxygen consumption (VO2 max) are associated muscle glycogen depletion
whereas at low exercise intensities of around 30% VO2 max there is little shift in muscle glycogen
concentrations [18,44,45]. Thus, the high circulating L-lactate concentrations in the present study are
likely due to rapid peripheral production at slaughter rather than muscle glycogen depletion due to
intense exercise.

There were no significant correlation between plasma NEFA and βHB concentrations with muscle
glycogen or ultimate pH. The elevated range of circulating NEFA and βHB concentrations across
both experiments suggests that certain cattle were mobilising fat for energy metabolism. While still
within the reference range, the means for circulating NEFA and βHB concentrations were higher in
Experiment Two suggesting greater lipid mobilisation in these cattle. The negative correlation between
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plasma NEFA and glucose concentrations was expected. Blood glucose declines with feed deprivation
in ruminants, and concomitant hydrolysis of fat stores for energy results in an increase in circulating
NEFA. Oxidation of NEFA can have two fates in the liver; complete oxidation through the Krebs
cycle or when available acetyl-CoA precursors overwhelm the cycle incomplete oxidation via hepatic
ketogenesis occurs, resulting in an elevation of circulating βHB concentrations [46–48]. Adrenaline can
cause a fourfold increase in lipolysis in ruminants hence an increase in circulating NEFA concentrations
can occur from catecholamine driven lipolysis from acute stress or feed deprivation [11,46]. There was
no correlation between circulating βHB and glucose concentrations in either experiment suggesting that
feed deprivation was not to the extent of causing severe energy imbalance. Interestingly, the correlations
between βHB and plasma NEFA concentrations differed between the two experiments. The lack
of correlation between circulating NEFA and βHB concentrations in Experiment One may simply
represent a shorter period of feed deprivation in these cattle. The interval from muster to slaughter
was approximately three times longer in Experiment Two, and even though hay and silage were
offered, the frequent trucking, saleyard movement and unfamiliar environment may have reduced
appetite in these cattle, therefore increasing fat metabolism. Alternatively, the lack of correlation
between circulating NEFA and βHB concentrations in Experiment One may be due to a blunting of
adrenergic receptors. For example, even a short-term exposure (eg., 4 days) to continued adrenergic
stimulation can cause down-regulation of β-receptors [49] and similar may occur during feed restriction.
NEFA mobilisation and response is an exchange between the amount of body fat stores, energy intake
and the differences in catecholamine sensitivity of fat stores [11]. The mean subcutaneous fat depths in
the two experiments were very similar and indicate similar body fat reserves. Therefore, the mechanism
behind the lower NEFA response in Experiment One may be simply be less time off feed, that all
readily mobilised lipids were mobilised prior to sampling or an attenuation of β-adrenergic receptors
and changes in catecholamine sensitivity in these cattle [11,50].

Plasma CK and AST activates were the markers with the highest negative correlations with muscle
glycogen, confirming our understanding around physical exertion and muscle glycogenolysis [1,18].
Overall, the mean plasma CK activities were very high and the large range from 113.30 – 9384.90 IU/L
suggests that muscle trauma was greater in some cattle than in others [35]. On principal component
analyses, plasma CK and AST activities were co-directional with the plasma Na and Cl concentrations,
both of which are indicative of hydration, plasma implying dehydrated cattle had greater muscle
damage. While dehydration to some degree is an unavoidable consequence of transporting cattle long
distances due to time off water and feed, this can be further exacerbated by exercise. Poor hydration
prior to exercise in humans has been associated with poor skeletal muscle function and exacerbating
muscle damage, with increased circulating CK and AST activities [51]. Thus, this finding highlights
the importance of good hydration on muscle glycogen and possibly muscle or other tissue damage.

Plasma Cp concentrations were positively correlated with plasma glucose concentrations and on
principal component analysis both the positive acute phase proteins HP-T and Cp were on the same
plane as L-lactate and glucose. Acute stress has been associated with an acute phase reaction in cattle [52].
However, as there was no correlations between circulating Cp concentrations with muscle glycogen
content or between plasma HP-T with any other biomarker the usefulness of these as indicators
of stress at slaughter is questionable. Plasma Cp concentration is also a marker of body copper
status and increased concentrations are seen with injectable copper supplementations, a common
management practices in copper deficient regions of southern Australian [53].

There were no significant correlations (r2 > 0.1) between plasma magnesium concentration
and any circulating biomarker, muscle glycogen or pHu. This was unexpected as the range in plasma
magnesium concentrations suggested that at least some of the cattle were hypomagnesaemic [35].
Magnesium is reported to reduce the catecholamine effect during acute stress [54,55] as well as reduce
neuromuscular stimulation via its antagonism of calcium [56,57]. Catecholamine release from
activation of the sympathetic nervous system decreases plasma magnesium concentrations [58–60].
While the magnitude of β-adrenergic effect on magnesium depletion is unknown, it is suggested to be
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a bidirectional mechanism with hypomagnesaemia itself thought to activate catecholamine release.
These data suggest the limited usefulness of plasma magnesium concentration as a marker of stress
at slaughter. While plasma magnesium concentration provides an approximation of magnesium status
where hypomagnesaemia is a reliable indicator of deficiency, hypomagnesaemia is not necessarily
present in a magnesium-deficient state [56,61]. Urinary magnesium excretion has a linear relationship
with magnesium uptake in ruminants [62] and further research is required to see if this may be a more
useful biomarker than peripheral magnesium concentrations.

Sample anticoagulant type, stability during storage and assay used for analysis is important to
consider when assessing biochemical measurements. The greatest effect on stability is temperature,
where non-refrigerated (>4oC) samples may artificially affect blood biomarkers from continued
metabolism or hemolysis [63–65]. Studies evaluating freeze-thaw or long term frozen storage have
shown that the biochemical markers used in this study, glucose, L-lactate, NEFA, BHB, CK, AST, sodium,
chloride, magnesium, HP-T and Cp are stable when stored frozen [65–70]. NEFA is the biomarker
which has previously been considered to be unstable during storage, particularly when heparin is
used as an anticoagulant [63,71]. Heparin is known to stimulate lipoprotein lipase, the major enzyme
responsible for hydrolysing triglycerides to release free fatty acids [72,73]. However as lipoprotein
lipase is primarily bound to capillary endothelial cells, a heparin induced lipolytic effect is only seen
under intravenous administration of heparin [74]. Baseline NEFA levels have been demonstrated
to vary depending on anticoagulant and analysis type [63,69–71,75,76], however the variation is
small [75,76] and in analysis of bovine NEFA, Stokol et al [69] commented that at 5% is was not clinically
relevant. Using the Wako method of analysis, as used in our experiments, Stokol et al [69] observed
that NEFA samples were stable up to 72 hours when stored at 4oC regardless of anticoagulant type.
Stewart [70] also demonstrated stability of ovine NEFA in when chilled and using the Wako method of
analysis. Stokol et al [69] observed no change in bovine NEFA if separation from whole blood was
delayed for 24 hours but kept at 4oC, and frozen serum had only minor fluctuations (5%) over 28 days.
The results of these studies suggest that if sampling methods, temperature and analysis technique are
controlled, as per our experimental methodology, then the stability of NEFA and the other biomarkers
assessed should remain stable between sampling and analysis.

4.2. The Effect of Mixing and Transport Treatment on Blood Biomarkers

Contrary to our hypothesis, the activity of circulating enzymes that are indicative of muscle
damage, CK and AST did not differ between transport methods. However, there was a small
significant between the mixing groups such that the plasma CK and AST activities of mixed heifers
were higher than all other groups. While, AST is released from tissue following muscle damage,
the enzyme is not tissue specific and may also indicate liver damage and thus must be interpreted
along with plasma CK to be a reliable indicator of primary muscle degeneration [35]. Since CK is only
released from myocardial and skeletal muscle, it is regarded as the most specific indicator of muscle
degeneration [35]. While mixing had no significant effect on plasma CK activity in the present study,
the physiological interpretation is linked with plasma AST activity and can extrapolated from previous
CK research. Previous transport and mixing studies have measured CK alone, and there are no previous
experiments including AST [77–79]. There was no differentiation between transport and mixing for
CK, but the large increases of this enzyme indicate that that the experimental simulated commercial
transport and behavioural interactions were resulting in marked physical activity and associated
muscle damage. The elevated plasma level of CK rise in Experiment One is consistent with those
reported by Buckham Sporer et al. [80], where truck transportation of young beef bulls resulted in
a 221% increase of CK at 24 hours (1,229.72 ± 208.15 IU/L) post transit. Circulating CK activity is
known to rise with transport and increasing stocking density [39,81]. When unfamiliar bulls are mixed
those displaying the greatest dominant agonistic behaviour pre-slaughter had higher peak circulating
CK activity and a greater propensity towards having dark cutting carcasses [77–79]. While there are
no published studies looking specifically at mixing of heifers, social regrouping studies surmised
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that increased mounting activity was the principle behaviour behind the increase in circulating CK
activity [78]. Therefore, oestrus cycling of heifers may have compounded the social regrouping
response in Experiment One. The mean plasma CK activity in Experiment One was twice observed in
Experiment Two which may indicate that the muscle exertion and damage of cattle travelling on truck
and boat was greater than truck and saleyard or may simply reflect half-life of the enzyme. Plasma CK
has a relatively short half-life of approximately 4 hours and activity should return to normal within
2–3 days unless myonecrosis persists [82]. Circulating AST on the other hand has a much longer
half-life and activity can remain elevated in blood for 10 days post injury [82], which suggests that
overall the cattle in Experiment One experienced greater muscle damage as the range was higher in
this cohort.

Contrary to our hypothesis, there was no difference between the mixing or transport groups in
plasma glucose and L-lactate concentrations. This result supports findings by Polkinghorne et al. [40]
who demonstrated no difference in circulating glucose or L-lactate concentrations between groups
of cattle during extended road transport and McVeigh et al. [83] who demonstrated no difference
in plasma glucose concentrations between mixed and non-mixed bulls. However, Warner et al. [4]
demonstrated cattle subjected to electric cattle prodding 15minutes prior to slaughter had higher
plasma L-lactate concentrations than unstressed cattle, although glucose was not measured in that
study. The usefulness of plasma glucose and L-lactate as precise indicators of stress intensity may
be limited as concentrations can be affected by various factors and plasma half-lives are relatively
short [84]. Blood glucose has a relatively short half-life, as indicated by plasma glucose concentrations
returning to normal approximately 90–120 minutes after a stress induced hyperglycaemic event [85].
Warris [39] found that transporting cattle caused a transient hyperglycaemia detectable at three hours
but plasma glucose concentrations had returned to basal levels by six hours. Mudron et al. [86]
evaluating the effect of surgical stress on blood glucose in dairy cows demonstrated that cows which
were in negative energy balance with hypoglycaemia prior to surgery had a reduced increase in
blood glucose concentrations compared to normoglycaemic cows. Plasma L-lactate is derived from
intense exercise and contraction linked increase in the rate of muscle glycogenolysis or from acute
adrenergic stress where a surge in glycolysis can occur at two to three times the rate of oxidative
phosphorylation and thus excess pyruvate is diverted to lactate [42,43]. While the rate of clearance
of plasma L-lactate in healthy cattle after varying levels of glycolysis does not appear to have been
reported, in humans the plasma L-lactate half-life can be as short as 60 minutes if there is nothing
that further impedes conversion back to pyruvate and full oxidation [87]. Experimental cattle were
sampled 24 to 72 hours after consignment which suggests that the lack of differentiation between
groups may have been that sampling missed the initial adrenergic surge. Interestingly, slaughter
interval impacted plasma L-lactate concentrations in Experiment One where concentrations were
higher in the rested cattle at 16.18 ± 0.42 mmol/L vs 13.36 ± 0.42 mmol/L, which suggests that glucose
pre-cursors were repleted in the rested stock. However, the lack of difference between the groups in
plasma glucose concentrations runs counter to this. Whilst the ability to differentiate between groups
was low, the overall plasma glucose and L-lactate mean concentrations in these experiments were
high, suggesting that cattle were experiencing high intensity stress. For example, plasma glucose
concentrations were higher than previous studies testing pre-slaughter mixing (5.8 ± 0.9 mmol/L) [77]
and transport stress (6.04 ± 0.035 mmol/L) [88]. However, the glucose concentrations observed in
the present study were similar to those observed in a recent long distance transport stress in northern
Australian (6.9 ± 0.9 mmol/L) [40] as well as a study investigating high rigour temperature in beef
cattle (6.8 ± 0.9 mmol/L) [89].

While there were small changes in plasma βHB and NEFA concentrations, the only significant
effects were between transport method and then only for one Ship or Saleyard. These results are
consistent with recent beef transport studies where Buckham Sporer et al. [80] observed no change in
circulating βHB concentrations at 24 or 48 hours post transit and Polkinghorne et al. [36] observed
no change in plasma βHB or NEFA concentrations at 12, 24 or 36 hours post trucking and no
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correlations with either marker and muscle glycogen or pHu. The mean plasma βHB concentrations
were higher than 0.19 ± 0.07 mmol/L reported by Polkinghorne et al. [40] but similar to Buckham
Sporer et al. [80] of approximately 0.30 mmol/L (exact mean not stated, bar graph only). The mean
plasma NEFA concentrations were similar to that reported by Kenny and Tarrant [78] after mixing stress
(0.56 ± 0.04 mmol/L) and Polkinghorne et al. [40] ( ~0.43 mmol/L). The small and inconsistent response
of plasma NEFA and βHB concentrations is consistent with previous studies and the lack of correlation
with muscle glycogen content suggests that these energy substrates are not useful biomarkers for
distinguishing between different pre-slaughter pathways.

Contrary to the hypothesis, there was little difference in plasma magnesium concentrations
between the various pre-slaughter treatments. Mixing had a significant effect on plasma magnesium
concentrations in Experiment One where steers that had never been mixed had a higher mean
plasma magnesium concentrations (0.85 ± 0.03 mmol/L) than mixed steers (0.78 ± 0.03 mmol/L).
While the impact of mixing on plasma magnesium concentrations was small in this study and not
significant for any heifer groups, it is interesting to note that the heifers had lower mean concentrations
than steers. Pre-slaughter magnesium supplementation is effective at reducing stress and improving
meat quality in pigs and sheep [55,90]. Therefore, these findings suggest that further research into
pre-slaughter magnesium supplementation for pasture raised beef could target heifers or those
undergoing extended transport.

Contrary to the hypothesis, there was no consistent effect of treatments on plasma sodium
and chloride concentrations. Plasma chloride concentration was elevated in only one treatment
group, Experiment One cattle travelling on Ship-B, whereas there were no effects on plasma sodium
concentrations. Sodium is the primary determinate of extracellular fluid volume and its concentration is
regulated by changes in water intake and excretion. Sodium is the major extracellular cation and chloride
the major extracellular anion, they are found in a 1.3 to 1 milliosmolar/liter ratio in plasma [91].
Water deprivation can cause a net water body deficit, dehydration of body tissues and increase in
plasma osmolality which can be detectable in plasma as hypernatremia and hyperchloraemia. Plasma
sodium and chloride concentrations were mostly within normal physiological ranges in the cattle
in the present study, although the ranges indicate certain cattle were hypertonically dehydrated.
Furthermore, isotonic dehydration can occur where losses of electrolytes and water are proportional
thus there will be no shift in plasma sodium. Small shifts in body water to a loss of approximately 1–4%
are not always clinically detectable and while there are multiple markers available to more precisely
quantify dehydration often these are not practical in cattle, especially at an abattoir [88,92]. It was
interesting to note on principal component analysis the directional link with circulating muscle damage
enzymes. Further work is required to quantify this impact measuring dehydration via multiple markers
such as haematocrit, total protein, urine osmolality and blood urea nitrogen.

Plasma HP-T and Cp were not consistently responsive to the mixing or transport stressors applied
in this experiment. Plasma HP-T concentrations were elevated only with one transport pathway
in Experiment One and there was no effect of mixing or transport effects on Cp concentrations.
The half-life of both enzymes is short, approximately 5 days, and it was expected that rested stock
would have lower concentrations. While there was a significant effect of slaughter interval on plasma
HP-T concentrations, the response was equivocal. In rested stock plasma Cp concentrations were
elevated in Experiment One whereas they were lowered in Experiment Two. The acute phase proteins
HP-T and Cp are an early defence mechanism released by the liver in response to stressors, infection or
disease [93]. The influence of stress on the plasma concentration of these proteins has been varied in
the bovine [93–95]. In a replicated transport and mixing study of weaner calves, Arthington et al. [95]
observed no effect of mixing on acute phase proteins Cp or HP-T. Interestingly with transport there was
an opposite effect between the two proteins where HP-T concentrations were higher in non-transported
calves whilst Cp concentrations were higher in transported calves [93]. Physical stress in calves induced
by different flooring types produced no change in circulating HP-T concentrations but an elevation of
a different acute phase protein, amyloid-A [94]. As cortisol was also unchanged it is surmised that
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physical stress had no impact on plasma HP-T concentrations [94]. It is unclear why there was a varied
response for acute phase proteins in the present experiment. Generally, there are basal concentrations
of circulating Cp in unstressed cattle, whereas HP-T is often undetectable. Perhaps the simulated
stressors were not specific enough to elicit a repeatable response. Further research is required to
determine usefulness of these acute phase proteins, the results of the present experiment suggest they
are not likely to be a useful objective measurement of transport of mixing stress.

Overall, plasma biomarkers failed to consistently distinguish between the radical differences in
pre-slaughter mixing and transport implemented in the present study. We suggest that there may be
multiple possible mechanisms behind this result. Certain markers, such as plasma glucose concentrations
can change relatively quickly to differing stimuli and thus is can often be difficult to isolate the effects of
experimental treatments from other effects in commercial studies. Secondly, the never-mixed control
groups may have also experienced social re-ranking when they were separated into smaller groups
on the day of consignment. Keeping the never mixed controls in smaller groups representing their
stock-trailer groups would have provided for a more robust control. However, it is interesting to note that
while some cattle were unloaded and reloaded onto trucks and multiple ships, which in theory should
have been more stressful, this effect was undetectable. Thirdly, the strongest correlation with muscle
glycogen content and pHu were with plasma CK and AST activities which suggests that the probable
cause of muscle glycogen breakdown was the increased intracellular energy demand during muscle
contraction, combined with β-adrenergic activation of glycogenolysis. Activation of the adrenergic
system during exercise is much stronger when accompanied by emotional stress than it is without
the additional stress [96]. This affirms the results by McVeigh et al. [97] who demonstrated that β-blockers
administered to block adrenaline binding to muscle cells caused a reduction in the rate of glycogen
depletion during the first hour of mixing stress, however overall these were ineffective at preventing
overall depletion.

4.3. The Effect of Slaughter Interval on Plasma and Muscle Biomarkers

The results from this experiment affirmed the hypothesis that a two week rest period prior
to slaughter was sufficient enough to replete muscle glycogen levels, although the effect was only
significant in Experiment One. The rest period for Experiment Two corresponded with severe weather
events in northwestern Tasmania including extreme cold temperatures, heavy rain and flooding.
The plasma biomarkers showed little variation between the Experiment Two slaughter groups indicating
the extreme weather events may have overwhelmed the variation imposed by the experimental stressors.
There are a spectrum of responses to cold weather ranging from immediate psychological stress to
neurological, hormonal and metabolic changes that act to reduce the rate of heat loss and restore lost
heat [98]. Cold stress with shivering is known to increase resting metabolic rates and increase digesta
passage rates which along with increased catecholamine secretion could have impaired glycogen
repletion [99,100]. Feed on offer in the holding paddocks at the processing plant was visually assessed
by researchers as having an average of 1480 kg DM/hectare for Experiment One versus 725 kg for
the Experiment Two. Pethick et al. [101] demonstrated the importance of a high energy diet for driving
glycogen repletion, where a pasture hay diet of metabolisable energy 8 MJ/kg and crude protein 8%
was insufficient to replete glycogen stores following exercise.

Abrupt short-term feed restriction impacts rumen microbial health [102] and activates acute
phase protein response [103,104] which can impact fermentation, feed intake and body weight post
deprivation. Of importance to slaughter cattle after feed and water deprivation is body weight losses
which have been approximately 5.7% after 24 hours [103] or 6.8% over 48 hours [105]. The impact
of short term feed restriction and re-acclimatisation on feed intake and digestion is dependent on
the length and level of deprivation [106]. Furthermore the time to re-alimentation is positively
related to pre-fasting feeding levels where greater intakes result in greater energy reserves and shorter
post-fasting recovery [102]. Retur to normal feed intake and body weight has been shown to take three
days after a 24 hour feed and or water restriction in beef heifers [103] and four days after a 48 hour
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deprivation [105]. However, Zhang [107] concluded severe feed restriction, to 25% of ration over 5 days,
took two weeks for full voluntary feed intake to return. Time off feed was longer for Experiment Two
which may have resulted in a longer post fast recovery and compounded ability for glycogenesis in
the two week rest period.

Plasma CK activity was the only circulating biomarker where there was a significant effect of slaughter
interval across both Experiments. There was a marked response in Experiment One, when directly killed
stock exhibited a four-fold increase in plasma CK activity whereas in Experiment Two the increase was
more modest (1.3 times). Interestingly, the mean plasma CK activity in the rested groups were higher in
Experiment Two than Experiment One. As the half-life of CK is short, the persistently increased activity
in Tasmanian rested stock may be secondary to increased shivering for thermogenesis during the extreme
cold weather [108]. The magnitude of physical activity is a critical factor in muscle glycogen depletion [2].
This result suggests that cattle put through extensive pre-slaughter mixing stress may benefit from
a two week rest period prior to slaughter to improve meat quality provided that the conditions are
comfortable and cattle are well-fed. Implementation of such a strategy would require a cost benefit
analysis and careful consideration around biosecurity. Pasture paddocks would require strict quarantine
management to reduce the risk of parasite and other infectious disease contamination, and market
specifications and assurance programs, such as the 100% pasture raised, hormone and antibiotic free
cattle used in this experiment must be upheld.

5. Conclusions

The ability of pre-slaughter stressors to induce changes in plasma biomarkers sufficient to
provide differences that may be used for future diagnostic purposes was limited in this experiment.
Muscle damage, as indicated by plasma CK activity, was the biomarker most closely correlated with
muscle ultimate pH and glycogen concentrations. A two week rest period under ideal conditions
was effective at lowering this enzyme and improving muscle glycogen concentration. This suggests
that contractile-driven glycogen depletion was more important than acute adrenergic stress in this
study and that the magnitude of physical activity was higher in females, regardless of mixing group.
The lack of effect of different social regrouping and transport pathways suggests that the simulated
stressors may not have been specific enough to elicit a repeatable response in the biomarkers studied.

A positive finding from this experiment was that feed deprivation had no correlation with muscle
pHu or glycogen, therefore, long transport times, which are sometimes an unavoidable part of animal
movement in large countries, should not impact meat quality.

Further research is required prior to commercial implementation, although this data suggests that
plasma CK activity may be a useful objective measurement to distinguish cattle that may benefit from
a rest period prior to slaughter. Environmental parameters and metabolisable energy intake must be
carefully monitored during any pre-slaughter rest period to ensure conditions are optimal for muscle
glycogen repletion, as longer periods may be required to improve muscle glycogen concentrations.
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